1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Tinnitus, a phantom auditory sensation, affects approximately 10-15 % of the general population.

It is generally accepted that tinnitus is linked to increased spontaneous firing rates following deafferentation of auditory nerves ([@bb0050]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0105]; [@bb0115]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0360]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0565]; [@bb0570]; [@bb0575]). However, the tinnitus literature features various proposed neural correlates of how elevated spontaneous activity is connected to tinnitus. Almost all of the literature currently assumes that the generation of the elevated spontaneous activity is correlated with the percept of tinnitus through increased central neural gain in lower or higher brain levels ([@bb0305]; [@bb0355]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0480]; [@bb0575]; [@bb0580]). Within this view deafferented regions may generate increases in the discharge rate in the brainstem to compensate for deprived auditory input ([@bb0355]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0445]). This is suggested to lead to elevated cortical activity essential for perception of tinnitus following disinhibition along the auditory path and auditory cortex ([@bb0395]) accompanied by increased correlations with the SFR ([@bb0110]).

Other studies, although not yet widely or independently supported, have instead suggested that the elevated spontaneous activity in tinnitus rather leads to failure to increase central neural gain, which is associated with a reduced signal-to-noise ratio and elevated noise levels ([@bb0250]; [@bb0410]; [@bb0505]; [@bb0585]). A failure to increase central neural gain is hypothesized to be related to a critical loss of high-SR, low-threshold fibers, based on a high degree of IHC ribbon loss in animals with behavioral tinnitus ([@bb0415]; [@bb0510]) and based on a mice mutant with a loss of specific auditory fiber characteristics and reduced tonic inhibitory strength in the ascending pathways ([@bb0075]). As a consequence of the more severe damage to the IHC synapse in animals with tinnitus, the amplitudes of central ABR waves do not restore and molecular markers for plasticity of synaptic strength are not mobilized ([@bb0415]; [@bb0510]), a feature that may be linked to elevated noise levels through reduced tonic inhibitory strength ([@bb0075]).

This question is fundamental for a therapeutic intervention strategy for tinnitus that aims to influence the central imbalances in excitability present within the auditory pathway.

To shed more light on this existing inconsistency, we performed a multimodal dataset analysis of participants with tinnitus and volunteers without tinnitus. Aiming to maximize information about auditory-specific changes in tinnitus, the study design aligned with several *a priori* assumptions (i) we focused on mild hearing-impaired volunteers and participants with tinnitus with hearing thresholds \<40 dB in order to obtain homogenous groups ([@bb0250]; [@bb0500]); (ii) we excluded participants with co-occurrences of tinnitus and hyperacusis which may disturb interference through dissimilar central neural responses ([@bb0150]; [@bb0520]); (iii) as hearing-impaired matched rats with and without tinnitus have been shown to differ in terms of the size of suprathreshold central auditory brainstem response (ABR) waves independent of hearing thresholds ([@bb0410]), we included detection of suprathreshold ABR waves; (iv) As the sound-induced (ABR) wave size (wave amplitude) reflects synchronized neural activity ([@bb0225]; [@bb0420]), we included BOLD fMRI activity, which is known to change in response to a task requiring elevated local metabolism ([@bb0300]); (v) as an increased level of evoked BOLD fMRI activity has been previously linked to more synchronous fMRI correlations at rest ([@bb0165]), we hoped to strengthen the obtained findings through additional analyses of resting-state functional connectivity MRI (r-fcMRI) in anatomically predefined auditory pathway and connected regions; and (vi) finally, the accepted influence of corticosterone levels on early and late ABR waves after tinnitus-inducing trauma ([@bb0515]; [@bb0505]) and the positive association between glucocorticoid resistance and tinnitus ([@bb0170]; [@bb0310]), motivated us to analyze the cortisol levels of each participant.

Alternatively, regarding higher-level central neural gain as a neural correlate for tinnitus generation, our findings rather support reduced auditory response gain as a neural correlate of tinnitus. This response change has previously escaped attention in tinnitus patients, as lower auditory brainstem regions were not routinely imaged. The findings provide candidate neural correlates for predicted tinnitus precursors in previous tinnitus models ([@bb0205]; [@bb0480]) that are discussed in the context of current tinnitus therapies.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

From 58 participants 34 were included in the study based on hearing thresholds not \>40 dB per single frequency in the pure tone audiogram (PTA) and hyperacusis questionnaire outcome (see including and exclusion criteria [Supplementary Table S2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2.2. Tinnitus questionnaire {#s0020}
---------------------------

The Goebel-Hiller-Score (G-H-S) tinnitus questionnaire was used to assess different aspects concerning tinnitus severity, laterality, emotional distress, cognitive distress, self-experienced intrusiveness, and auditory perceptual difficulty scores ([@bb0180]) as described under methods (see for detail Supplementary material). In order to assess the presence of hyperacusis, a Hyperacusis Questionnaire ([@bb0125]) was administered to all participants.

2.3. Audiological evaluation {#s0025}
----------------------------

Ear examination, tympanometry, acoustic reflex measurements, pure tone audiometry and speech audiometry were determined as described in Supplementary material. The auditory evoked brainstem response (ABR) testing was done by using a brainstem evoked response audiometry (BERA) system as described in detail in Supplementary material.

2.4. Calculation of supra-threshold ABR wave fine structure {#s0030}
-----------------------------------------------------------

From the averaged ABR of a single ear and stimulus SPL, the absolute latencies and amplitudes of distinct components within the waveform of the ABR were extracted and attributed as described in detail in Supplementary material.

2.5. Salivary cortisol measurement {#s0035}
----------------------------------

Salivary cortisol levels were measured as the most reliable body fluid for detecting a hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis imbalance ([@bb0120]; [@bb0545]). The salivary cortisol level was measured at three different day times (08 a.m., 04 p.m. and 11 p.m.) as described in Supplementary material.

2.6. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) {#s0040}
-------------------------------------------------

fMRI image acquisition was performed on a 3-Tesla scanner (Skyra, Siemens, Germany). For the acoustic stimulation, we used special MRI-suitable over-ear headphones (CONFON HP-SC 03, MR Confon GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany). During scanning, five different auditory stimuli were generated using a stimulus presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems software, Neurobs, Berkeley, USA; Panasonic-SC-PMX5 Amplifier, Panasonic Marketing Europe GmbH, Hamburg, Germany).

2.7. The measurement experimental design of the task fMRI {#s0045}
---------------------------------------------------------

The task-evoked functional images were obtained with a T2\* weighted echo-planar sequence. Cardiac gating was used to avoid signal distortion due to brain pulsation induced by the heart function especially near the brainstem. Here, we used a specific repetition time (TR)-correction procedure, aiming to maximally reduce variable TRs that would obscure the BOLD signal, e.g., in lower-level auditory brainstem regions via vascular pulsations during cardiac gating ([@bb0160]). fMRI BOLD activity was calculated in regions that were defined prior to the fMRI using anatomical datasets. Exact measurement parameters are described in detail under Supplementary material (Task-evoked fMRI). Aiming at measuring the BOLD, in response to different acoustic stimuli, the presenter software version 16.1 (Neurobehavioral Systems software) was used to present four different acoustic stimuli with a specially written protocol. The stimuli used are (1) high-frequency chirp (HF-chirp), (2) low-frequency chirp (LF-chirp), (3) broadband chirp (BB-chirp) and (4) a rock music piece. The pulse oximeter was applied to one of the participant\'s fingers to synchronize the heartbeats with the image acquisition. Task (evoked) functional magnetic resonance imaging analysis was performed as described in detail under Supplementary material.

2.8. The measurement experimental design of the resting-state fMRI {#s0050}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The resting-state functional images for the whole brain were acquired over a 10 min' acquisition time (TA) period of awake rest. Measurement parameters beside repetition time (TR) (2 s) and number of slices (30) were identical to task evoked. To get particular information about the resting-state differences in lower brainstem (cochlear nucleus (CN)), superior olivary complex (SOC), inferior colliculus (IC), the field of view (FOV) block (normally aligned to anterior commissure (AC) -- posterior commissure (PC) line) of the excited slices were moved toward lower brain regions. This technical adaptation is novel in the investigation of the auditory system using r-fcMRI studies.

The participants were instructed to remain alert with their eyes closed, with no task to perform. Earplugs were used for all participants during the scan to reduce noise generated by the scanner. 300 volumes were acquired. Exact measurement parameters as well as r-fcMRI analysis was performed as described in detail in Supplementary material.

2.9. Statistical analysis {#s0055}
-------------------------

Unless otherwise noted, statistical significance was tested at the level of α = 5%. Level of significance is illustrated in the figures with symbols or shaded areas (not significant (n.s.): *p* *\>* *0.05*; \*: *p* *\<* *0.05*; \*\*: *p* *\<* *0.01*; \*\*\*: *p* *\<* *0.001*). For all statistical tests, MATLAB was used for evaluation. All fMRI results are False Discovery Rate (FDR) of *p* *\<* *0.05* corrected.

For pure tone audiometry ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) data are presented as mean with SD for *n* *=* *17* volunteers and *n* *=* *17* tinnitus (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test each group for normal distribution. Three-way ANOVA with repetition was used to test for differences in hearing threshold between both groups in frequencies from (0.125 kHz to 10 kHz). ANOVA test was followed by Tukey\'s multiple comparisons test with the α-level of 0.05.

For Tinnitus-Questioner correlation ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) data are presented as single value -- *n* depends on the perception of tinnitus, Pearson Correlation was used. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A shows total tinnitus score over perceived tinnitus intensity. For the right ear *n* *=* *14* (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). For the left ear *n* *=* *13* (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B shows auditory perceptual difficulty over perceived tinnitus intensity. For the right *n* *=* *7* (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). For the left ear *n* *=* *6* (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} A).

For ABR wave measurement ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A) data are presented as mean amplitude values for wave I, III, V and VI over latency (lines between these points are approximated for visualization) for *n* *=* *17* volunteers and *n* *=* *17* tinnitus (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Due to the measured ABR signal, it was only for wave V feasible to get ABR responses far low the supra-threshold SPL down to 25 dB SPL. For wave I, III and VI, only SPL ABR responses at 75 and 65 dB were recorded. One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test the normal distribution for amplitude and latency in each wave for both groups. Three-way ANOVA with repetition was used to test the wave amplitude and latency for significant difference between both groups, in relation to the ear-side. ANOVA test was followed by Tukey\'s multiple comparisons test with the α-level of 0.05.

For ABR Latency ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B) data are presented as mean latency values for wave I, III, V and VI over the applied SPL intensity (lines between these points are approximated for visualization) for *n* *=* *17* volunteers and *n* *=* *17* tinnitus (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test the normal distribution for latency in each wave over the intensity for both groups. Three-way ANOVA with repetition was used to test the mean latency value for significant difference between both groups. ANOVA test was followed by Tukey\'s multiple comparisons test with the α-level of 0.05.

For auditory detection network ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}), emotional distress network ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}) and temporofrontal attentional network ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) data are presented as significant *(p* *\<* *0.05*, FDR corrected for defined region pairs) connectivities between region of interest (ROIs) for *n* *=* *17* volunteers and *n* *=* *17* tinnitus (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

The ROIs were extracted from a correlation matrix; therefore, the Pearson correlation was used to calculate the coefficients for the chosen ROIs in every group. The positive and negative correlation coefficients were presented separately. The averaged BOLD activity in the ROI was defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)-coordinate with a spherical shape of 3 mm radius.Fig. 1Pure tone audiometry.Averaged pure tone audiometry (mean ± SD) of all volunteer (black) and tinnitus (red) participants of right and left ears separately. Three-way ANOVA with repetition was used, *n* *=* *17* for each group (volunteer and tinnitus). There is no statistical difference between the volunteer and tinnitus group in hearing threshold level at any frequency. Frequency *F* *=* *30.7*, *p* *=* *0.0001*, group *F* *=* *0.34*, *p* *=* *0.56*; ear side *F* *=* *0.18*, *p* *=* *0.67*; frequency\*group *F* *=* *0.54*, *p* *=* *0.84*; frequency\*ear side *F* *=* *0.35*, *p* *=* *0.95*; frequency\*group\*ear side *F* *=* *0.14*, *p* *=* *0.99*.Fig. 1Fig. 2Tinnitus-Questionnaire correlation.(A) Correlation of tinnitus loudness (*n* depends on the perception of tinnitus in the respective ear) with total Tinnitus-Questionnaire score for right and left ears. *n* *=* *14* for the right ear, *n* *=* *13* for the left ear. The tinnitus intensity is positively correlated with the total tinnitus score for right ear (*R* *=* *0.68; p* *\<* *0.01*) but not for the left ear (*R* *=* *0.11; p* *=* *0.05*). (B) Correlation of tinnitus loudness (*n* depends on the perception of tinnitus in the respective ear) with auditory perceptual difficulty questionnaire score for right and left ears. *n* *=* *7* for the right ear, *n* *=* *6* for the left ear. The tinnitus intensity is positively correlated with the auditory perceptual difficulty score for right ear (*R* *=* *0.79; p* *\<* *0.05*) but not for the left ear (*R* *=* *0.25; p* *\>* *0.05*).Fig. 2Fig. 3Amplitude reduction in ABR wave/Latency shift in ABR wave.(A) Averaged ABR wave I, III, V, and VI latency-supra-threshold amplitude plot at 75 dB SPL for volunteer and tinnitus group of right and left ears separately. Amplitudes of the waves are connected via spline. Three-way ANOVA with repetition was used. Each group *n* *=* *17*. Tukey\'s multiple comparison tests -- for wave V significant amplitude reduction in tinnitus for the right ear (volunteer 0.45 ± 0.16 μV; tinnitus 0.34 ± 0.09 μV; *p* *=* *0.046*) and for the left ear (0.48 ± 0.17 μV; tinnitus 0.32 ± 0.08 μV; *p* *=* *0.02*). (B) Intensity-Latency function curve for averaged group ABR waves I, III, V, and VI (at 75 and 65 dB SPL; Wave V also at 55, 45, 35 and 25 dB SPL) of the right and left ears separately. Three-way ANOVA with repetition was used. Each group *n* *=* *17*. Tukey\'s multiple comparison tests -- for wave V significant latency shift in tinnitus for right ear (volunteer 5.23 ± 0.45 ms; tinnitus 5.50 ± 0.23 ms; *p* *=* *0.034*) and for the left ear (5.22 ± 0.26 ms; tinnitus 5.54 ± 0.20 ms; *p* *=* *0.016*) at 75 dB SPL. For the right ear at 35 (*p* *=* *0.02*), 25 (*p* *=* *0.013)*, for the left ear at 35 (*p* *=* *0.02*) significant latency shift between tinnitus and volunteer. ABR, auditory brainstem response; dB, decibel; SPL, sound pressure level; μV, microvolt; ms, milliseconds.Fig. 3Fig. 4Functional connectivity pattern of defined auditory brain regions of interest.Significant Pearson correlation of BOLD dependent time courses of different brain regions shown for volunteer (A) and tinnitus (B) group (*n* *=* *17*; *p* *\<* *0.05*) for positive (upper panel red) and negative (lower panel blue) connectivity. The darker red/blue is for connectivities between lower and higher level auditory nuclei in right and left hemispheres and brighter red/blue for connectivities between regions participating to sound detection as the posterior insula (BA13P) and the hippocampus. The thickness of lines corresponds to the correlation-value. R, right; L, left; CN, cochlear nucleus; SOC, superior olivary complex; IC, inferior colliculus; MGB, medial geniculate body; BA, Brodmann area; A, anterior; P, posterior; Hipp, hippocampus; BOLD, blood oxygenation level depended.Fig. 4Fig. 5Functional connectivity pattern of defined auditory and limbic/distress brain regions of interest.Significant Pearson correlation of BOLD dependent time courses of different brain regions shown for volunteer (A) and tinnitus (B) group (*n* *=* *17*; *p* *\<* *0.05*) for positive (upper panel red) and negative (lower panel blue) connectivity. The red/blue labels connectivities between regions of the limbic and distress system as the amygdala, entorhinal cortex (BA28) and anterior insula (BA13A). The thickness of lines corresponds to the correlation-value. The gray lines shows the connections between auditory regions from [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. R, right; L, left; CN, cochlear nucleus; SOC, superior olivary complex; IC, inferior colliculus; MGB, medial geniculate body; BA, Brodmann area; A, anterior; P, posterior; Amyg, amygdale.Fig. 5Fig. 6Functional connectivity pattern of defined auditory and attentional brain regions of interest.Significant Pearson correlation of BOLD dependent time courses of different brain regions shown for volunteer (A) and tinnitus (B) group (*n* *=* *17*; *p* *\<* *0.05*) for positive (upper panel red) and negative (lower panel blue) connectivity. The red/blue labels connectivities between regions of the temporofrontal network, as the BA45, BA46, BA47, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9DL) and the medial prefrontal cortex (BA9M). The thickness of lines corresponds to the correlation-value. The gray lines show the connections between auditory regions from [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. R, right; L, left; CN, cochlear nucleus; SOC, superior olivary complex; IC, inferior colliculus; MGB, medial geniculate body; BA, Brodmann area; A, anterior; P, posterior; M, medial; DL, dorsolateral.Fig. 6

For salivary measurements ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}) data are presented as mean with SD for *n* *=* *17* volunteers and *n* *=* *17* tinnitus (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) at three different time points (8:00 a.m., 4:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.). At each time point comparisons took place between tinnitus group and volunteer group. One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test each group for normal distribution. Two-way ANOVA with repetition was used for inter-group comparison over each time point. ANOVA test was followed by Sidak\'s multiple comparisons test with the α-level of 0.05.

For ROIs with reduced or enhanced evoked and resting-state fMRI ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) data are presented as significant (*p* *\<* *0.05*, FDR corrected) difference in defined brain region activity in group comparison, for *n* *=* *17* volunteers and *n* *=* *17* tinnitus (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). The second level specification independent two-sample *t*-test of the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) toolbox was used to perform the group analysis. Two different significance test procedures were used in the analysis. First, brain regions with a mean *decreased* evoked response in the tinnitus group were tested for a significant difference compared to the signal in the volunteer group. Second, brain regions showing a mean *increased* evoked response in the tinnitus group were tested for significant differences compared to the signal in the volunteer group.

For connectivities between defined ROIs in resting-state fMRI ([Supplementary Table S4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) data are presented as significant (*p* *\<* *0.05*, FDR corrected) positive or negative correlation coefficients, for *n* *=* *17* volunteers and *n* *=* *17* tinnitus (for age, sex, handedness see [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Data processing steps are described above. After testing against random networks (for details see Supplementary material), the Pearson correlation matrix was used to demonstrate all the significant correlations in between time courses of defined ROIs.

For fMRI power-calculation, the fMRI Power toolbox ([@bb0350]) was used to calculate the statistical power of the fMRI study. Type I error was 0.05, group design matrix was two sample *t*-test with *n* *=* *17* for each group, ROIs were defined in an own ROI-mask. Statistical power for the defined ROIs is between 82.7 % and 86.97 %.Fig. 7Cortisol level in saliva.The figure shows the cortisol level of saliva for *n* *=* *17*. Saliva was taken three times over the day at 8:00 a.m., 4:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. Two-way ANOVA with repetition was not statistically significant between volunteer and tinnitus group over the single time points. Standard error is given for every value.Fig. 7

3. Results {#s0060}
==========

3.1. Reduced late sound-induced auditory brainstem responsiveness in tinnitus {#s0065}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Participants with and without tinnitus (volunteers) were recruited as described in the Method section ([Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the 29 initial participants in each group, only 17 volunteers and 17 participants with tinnitus were enrolled. Twelve participants were excluded from the tinnitus group (and 12 from the matched volunteer group) due to the co-occurrence of hyperacusis ([Supplementary Table S2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The tinnitus frequency, identified as the tinnitus-masking suppression level (Supplementary material), revealed a high prevalence of tinnitus perception among all participants with tinnitus at \>6 kHz. The tinnitus percept occurred with a prevalence of bilateral (65%), right- (23%), and left-side (12%) tinnitus perception ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0040){ref-type="graphic"}). When the ABR threshold differences in pure tone audiogram (PTA) measurements between the right and left ears in the volunteers and participants with tinnitus, up to and including \>10 kHz, were determined, no significant differences were seen between the hearing thresholds of the volunteers and those of the participants with tinnitus ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} -- three-way ANOVA: frequency *F* *=* *30.7*, *p* *=* *0.0001*, group *F* *=* *0.34*, *p* *=* *0.56*; ear side *F* *=* *0.18*, *p* *=* *0.67*; frequency\*group *F* *=* *0.54*, *p* *=* *0.84*; frequency\*ear side *F* *=* *0.35*, *p* *=* *0.95*; frequency\*group\*ear side *F* *=* *0.14*, *p* *=* *0.99*). As expected, frequency has a significant effect on hearing thresholds. Higher thresholds were found for frequencies \>8 kHz (by Tukey\'s multiple comparison tests).

The outcome of the tinnitus questionnaire (G-H-S), an assessment of subjective tinnitus distress ([@bb0180]) identified that neither tinnitus laterality nor tinnitus intensity were correlated with the left- or right-handedness of the participants with tinnitus. In addition, \>90% of the participants (16 of 17) had low-grade (I-II) tinnitus scores ([@bb0035]) ([Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

Remarkably, tinnitus loudness and the tinnitus score, reflected as annoyance, penetrance, emotional distress and cognitive distress (Supplementary Fig. S2A--E), correlated in the right ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A, *R* *=* *0.68*, *p* *=* *0.004*) but not the left ear ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A, *R* *=* *0.13*, *p* *=* *0.67*). Additionally, auditory perceptual difficulty was correlated with tinnitus loudness in the right ear ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B, *R* *=* *0.79*, *p* *\<* *0.05*) but not in the left ear (Fig. 2B, *R* *=* *0.25*, *p* *=* *0.58*), a surprising finding in light of the lack of an objective difference in the hearing thresholds. In general, we have to be careful with the results for the tinnitus questionnaire, depending on the small number; outliners can influence the results.

BERA was used to identify ABR wave I (generated by the distal peripheral portion of the auditory nerve) ([@bb0380]), ABR wave III (generated by the spherical cells and globular cells of the cochlear nucleus projecting to the superior olivary complex (SOC)) ([@bb0330]), ABR wave V (generated by the medial superior olive and its projections to the nuclei in the lateral lemniscus and the inferior colliculus (IC)) and ABR wave VI (generated by IC output or the medial geniculate body (MGB)) ([@bb0345]) at stimulus level up to 75 dB SPL in the left and right ears.

The amplitude of ABR wave V was significantly reduced in the tinnitus group relative to that of the volunteer group at 75 dB SPL ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A: three-way ANOVA with repetition: group *F* *=* *23.17*, *p* *\<* *0.0001*; SPL *F* *=* *15.67*, *p* *\<* *0.0001*; ear side *F* *=* *12.67*, *p* *=* *0.013*; group\*SPL *F* *=* *4.32*, *p* *=* *0.035*; group\*ear side *F* *=* *4.74*, *p* *=* *0.03*; ear side\*SPL *F* *=* *7.58*, *p* *=* *0.021*; SPL\*group\*ear side *F* *=* *3.71*, *p* *=* *0.038*), while those of ABR waves I, III and VI did not differ significantly between the two groups. At the same stimulus intensity, the wave V latency exhibited a significant delay in the tinnitus group ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B: three-way ANOVA with repetition: group *F* *=* *300.5*, *p* *\<* *0.0001*; SPL *F* *=* *77.75*, *p* *\<* *0.0001*; ear side *F* *=* *3.77*, *p* *=* *0.03*; group\*SPL *F* *=* *6.22*, *p* *=* *0.025*; group\*ear side *F* *=* *4.23*, *p* *=* *0.03*; ear side\*SPL *F* *=* *5.84*, *p* *=* *0.029*; SPL\*group\*ear side *F* *=* *2.82*, *p* *=* *0.045*). While in general, women have higher ABR amplitudes than men ([@bb0185]), there was a reduction in the ABR amplitudes in tinnitus in both the male and female participants.

In summary, among the participants with and without tinnitus that did not differ in hearing thresholds, the tinnitus group showed a significantly reduced and delayed ABR wave V, a feature that would argue for reduced, rather than elevated, response gain in the ascending auditory pathway of the tinnitus group.

3.2. Reduced sound-evoked BOLD fMRI responses in auditory-specific regions in tinnitus {#s0070}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We aimed to test if reduced and delayed sound-induced brainstem responses are reflected in sound-evoked BOLD fMRI signals in anatomically predefined, auditory-specific ROIs ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). BOLD fMRI signals were investigated in response to binaurally delivered (i) HF-chirp, (ii) LF-chirp, (iii) BB-chirp and (iv) rock music stimuli, using MRI-compatible headphones (Sensimetrics Model/S14). To correct for the variable TR, which could become obscured with cardiac gating during BOLD signal detection in the brainstem due to vascular pulsations ([@bb0160]), we included a special TR-correction procedure (see Supplementary material). We identified significant activity levels using z-values from the statistical SPM analysis.Table 1Predefined ROIs for task evoked and resting-state fMRI.Table 1A: Task evoked predefined ROIsBrain Region\
(Brodmann area)MNI CoordinatesRadiusXYZCN-R/CN-L10/-10-39-453SOC-R/SOC-L13/-13-35-413IC-R/IC-L6/-6-33-113MGB-R/MGB-L18/-18-2413BA41-R/BA41-L46/-46-2573BA42-R/BA42-L64/-64-2293BA22A-R/BA22A-L54/-54-6-63BA21A-R/BA21A-L66/-66-13-53BA22P-R/BA22P-L67/-67-2733BA21P-R/BA21P-L66/-66-22-53Hipp-R/Hipp-L28/-28-35183BA13P-R/BA13P-L35/-35-21163BA1-R/BA1-L63/-63-18283BA2-R/BA2-R63/-63-22313Mam.-Body-R/Mam.-Body-L9/-9-1943  B: Resting-state predefined ROIsBrain Region (Brodmann area)MNI CoordinatesRadiusXYZCN-R/CN-L10/-10-39-453SOC-R/SOC-L13/-13-35-413IC-R/IC-L6/-6-33-113MGB-R/MGB-L18/-18-2413BA41-R/BA41-L46/-46-2573BA42-R/BA42-L64/-64-2293BA22A-R/BA22A-L54/-54-6-63BA21A-R/BA21A-L66/-66-13-53BA22P-R/BA22P-L67/-67-2733BA21P-R/BA21P-L66/-66-22-53Hipp-R/Hipp-L28/-28-35183BA13P-R/BA13P-L35/-35-21163BA13A-R/BA13A-L36/-362073BA28-R/BA28-L18/-18-13-223Amyg-R/Amyg-L22/-22-5-183BA45-R/BA45-L57/-5726143BA46-R/BA46-L46/-4641183BA47-R/BA47-L33/-3332-103BA9M-R/BA9M-L7/-750303BA9DL-R/BA9DL-L50/-5014323

As one of the most striking observations, there was a significant reduction in evoked responses in the core Wernicke\'s reception/understanding system ([@bb0010]), which includes the primary auditory cortex (AC) in Heschl\'s gyrus of the superior temporal gyrus Brodmann area 41 (BA41), the lateral superior temporal gyrus (BA42), the posterior superior temporal gyrus (BA22) and the multimodal region of BA21.

BOLD fMRI responses were reduced in the tinnitus group in BA41 and BA42 in response to BB stimuli ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A, BA41 left (L)), HF ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A, BA41 right (R) and BA42-R), LF ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A, BA41-R) and rock music stimuli ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A, BA41-L and BA42-R). In the tinnitus group, BA21 and BA22 also exhibited significantly reduced evoked responses to BB stimuli and to musical exposure compared to the volunteer group ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A, BA21, BA22-L and -R). Neither of the Wernicke-related areas responded with elevated BOLD fMRI activity in the tinnitus group ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B).Table 2Task evoked fMRI in tinnitus.Table 2A: Reduced task evoked fMRI in defined ROIsApplied stimuliBrain Region (Brodmann area)Intensity (*Z*-score)BB-StimuliBA41-L-1.57BA21-L-2.33BA22-L-1.48BA21-R-2.05BA22-R-2.19MGB-L-1.40Hippocampus-L-1.51BA13P-L-2.03Hippocampus-R-1.80HF-StimuliBA41-R-1.76BA42-R-2.33BA13P-R-1.31Hippocampus-R-1.78Hippocampus-L-1.52LF-StimuliBA41-R-1.60BA13P-R-1.42Music-StimuliBA41-L-1.40BA21-L-2.37BA42-R-1.99BA22-R-2.24  B: Enhanced task evoked fMRI in defined ROIsApplied stimuliBrain Region (Brodmann area)Intensity (Z-score)BB-StimuliBA13A-R2.04LF-StimuliBA1-L1.74BA2-L1.96BA13A-L2.08Music-StimuliBA13A-L2.44Mam.-Body-R2.20

The posterior insula (BA13P) is known to be responsible for sound detection ([@bb0425]), and the hippocampus is known to be responsible for shaping auditory skills ([@bb0260]; [@bb0560]). Strikingly, both of these regions also reacted with reduced hemodynamic BOLD activity levels in response to the various sound stimuli, namely, BB ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A, insula-L, BA13P-L, and hippocampus-L and -R), HF ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}A, insula-R and hippocampus-L, -R), and LF ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}A, insula-R). In addition, none of these regions responded with elevated BOLD activity ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B).

In contrast, significantly elevated BOLD fMRI activity was found only in the anterior insula (BA13A) in response to BB ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B, BA13A-R), LF ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B, BA13A-L) and rock music ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B, BA13A-R) stimuli and in the mammillary body in response to music stimuli ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B, mammillary-body-R). The anterior insula, as a limbic-related cortex involved in distress ([@bb0555]), and the mammillary body, as part of the limbic system ([@bb0055]), have both been described in previous studies to respond with elevated BOLD fMRI activity in tinnitus ([@bb0060]; [@bb0540]). The primary somatosensory cortex was, interestingly, also among the few ROIs that responded with elevated BOLD fMRI activity in the tinnitus group ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}B, BA1-L, BA2-L), suggesting a loss of auditory-specific precision.

Following review of the potential correlations between the different observed events in the auditory brainstem in the tinnitus group, we noted that the reduced BOLD activity in the MGB region correlated significantly with the prolonged latency of ABR wave V, with higher significance on the right side than on the left side (BOLD activity MGB R with wave V latency right ear *p* *=* *0.0038, F* *=* *16.13*; BOLD activity MGB L with wave V latency in the left ear *p* *\<* *0.05, F* *=* *4.1*, ANCOVA).

In conclusion: The tinnitus group showed significantly reduced sound-evoked BOLD activity in subcortical and cortical regions. This feature would argue for reduced, rather than elevated, response gain in the ascending auditory pathway in the tinnitus group.

3.3. Reduced positive resting-state connectivity in auditory-specific regions in tinnitus {#s0075}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous findings have suggested that task-evoked BOLD fMRI activity and behavioral performance are correlated with a higher level of synchronous positive fMRI activity at rest ([@bb0165]). To further specify the altered BOLD fMRI activity in the ascending auditory pathway in the tinnitus group, we specifically distinguished positive from negative r-fcMRI correlations. Positive r-fcMRI correlations are characterized by rather short time delays between signals, elevated synchronicity and balanced resting-state cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and resting-state cerebral blood volume (rCBV). Negative r-fcMRI correlations exhibit rather long time delays between signals with anti-correlated activity and occur possibly when rCBV is delayed, for example, compared to rCBF ([@bb0145]; [@bb0290]).

In the first approach, whole-brain functional activities of predefined ROIs ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}) were compared between the participant group and the tinnitus group ([Supplementary Table S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Strikingly, significant reductions in the r-fcMRI responses of the right CN, bilateral SOC, bilateral IC, left MGB, and bilateral BA41/BA42 became evident in the tinnitus group in comparison to the volunteer group, while only a small region in the left BA42 exhibited enhanced r-fcMRI connectivity in the tinnitus group compared to the volunteer group ([Supplementary Table S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We next specifically calculated the connectivities of defined ROIs ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}) within the auditory pathway of each volunteer and tinnitus group, namely, the CN, SOC, IC, MGB, BA41/42, and BA21/22, with those of regions related to (i) auditory processing and sound detection, such as BA13P and the hippocampus ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}); to (ii) the limbic and distress systems involved in fear and anxiety, particularly during tinnitus ([@bb0070]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0280]), including the amygdala, entorhinal cortex (BA28), and BA13A ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}); and to (iii) the attention/stress-regulating network, which, as part of the fronto-parietal or temporo-frontal network ([@bb0080]), comprises BA45, 46, and 47, dorsolateral BA9 (BA9DL) and medial BA9 (BA9M) ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to note that the time course correlation analysis was considered significant only when the high Pearson correlation coefficient value and the *p*-value of the correlation was \<0.05, with one out of three possibilities; (i) no correlation with (*p* *\>* *0.05)*, (ii) positive connectivity (with a positive *R-*value and *p* *\<* *0.05*), meaning that the two regions are functionally related, and (iii) negative connectivity (with a negative *R-*value and *p* *\<* *0.05*), which is a significant but negative correlation ([@bb0145]).

While positive connectivities between the homologous right and left hemisphere auditory brainstem, auditory midbrain and auditory cortex were observed in the volunteer group, the tinnitus group did not exhibit positive correlations between these regions (compare [Figs. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A and B, CN and SOC; IC, MGB, BA41, and BA42). At the same time, the significant positive connectivities seen in the volunteer group between the auditory brainstem nuclei, such as the CN, SOC and IC, and BA13P and the hippocampus were not detected in the tinnitus group (compare [Figs. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A and B, CN, SOC, and IC to BA13P-L and hippocampus-L) or were negatively correlated ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B SOC and MGB to BA13P-R and hippocampus-R, -L).

We next observed that positive connectivities predominated between the primary and secondary AC regions and the emotional-distress regions, such as the amygdala, BA28 and BA13A but were not found to be positive in the tinnitus group ([Figs. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A, B, upper part, BA41, BA21/22 to amygdala, BA28 and BA13A). Instead, in the tinnitus group, significantly positive connectivities between these regions and lower auditory brainstem nuclei, such as the CN and the IC, were observed ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B, upper part, IC, CN to amygdala, BA28 and BA13A).

The same was true for the positive connectivities seen between the primary and secondary AC regions and the temporofrontal network in the volunteer group. These positive connectivities were not observed in the tinnitus group ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A, BA41/BA42 to BA45, BA47, and BA9), and instead, in this group, positive connectivities appeared between the temporofrontal network and lower auditory brainstem regions ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B, IC, SOC, CN, MGB to BA45, BA47, and BA9). Notably, the pattern of positive connectivities between lower auditory brain regions and nodes of the emotional ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B) or attention/stress-regulating ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B) network in the tinnitus group mirrored, in some respects, those of the negative connectivities in the volunteer group ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A, lower part, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B, upper part, compare CN to BA9 or SOC to BA47, for example). We next specifically regarded connectivities in subregions of the prefrontal cortex as the medial prefrontal cortex (BA9M), which belongs to the default mode network and has been suggested to play a role in stress excitation ([@bb0320]; [@bb0530]). This region can be distinguished from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9DL), which is essential for auditory-specific attentional tasks and is linked to stress inhibition ([@bb0315]; [@bb0385]). In the volunteer group, the primary and secondary AC regions were positively connected to BA9D-L, while the auditory nuclei, such as the CN, SOC, and MGB, were negatively connected to BA9M ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A, compare the upper and lower panels). In the tinnitus group, in contrast, the CN and SOC were positively connected to BA9M, particularly on the right side ([Supplementary Table S4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while the connectivity between the IC and BA9DL, for example, were instead negatively connected ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B, compare the upper and lower panels). A trend (*p* *=* *0.08*) of a right-hemisphere dominance of the negative connectivity between lower auditory brainstem regions and temporofrontal attentional regions, such as BA45, BA47, and BA9M, in the volunteer group compared to the positive connectivity in the tinnitus group is shown in [Supplementary Table S4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Interestingly in this context, focusing on the changes in the auditory brainstem, we further observed that the reduced BB-chirp-induced BOLD fMRI response in the MGB in the tinnitus group ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) was significantly correlated with more positive r-fcMRI connectivity of the MGB and BA9M, particularly in the right hemisphere (BOLD activity in the MGB-R correlated with that of the MGB-R/BA9M-R, *R* *=* *0.61, p* *\<* *0.05, F* *=* *4*). Moreover the BB-chirp-induced BOLD activity in the right-hemisphere MGB ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) correlated with that of the MGB-R/BA9M-L, *R* *=* *0.7*1, *p* *=* *0.002*, *F* *=* *11.5* or with the MGB-R/BA47-L, *R* *=* *0.68*, *p* *=* *0.04*, *F* *=* *4.68*, ANCOVA compared to the volunteer group.

Since the prefrontal cortex (PFC - BA9) has been found to control the HPA axis with right-hemisphere dominance ([@bb0525]), we next compared cortisol levels at different times of the day in the volunteer and tinnitus group. We focused on salivary cortisol, as saliva is the most reliable body fluid for detecting HPA axis imbalances through cortisol levels ([@bb0120]; [@bb0545]). The two-way ANOVA with repetition of the saliva samples did not show statistically significant differences between the volunteer and tinnitus groups in terms of salivary cortisol ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}; two-way ANOVA with repetition: time *F* *=* *118*, *p* *=* *0.0001*; group *F* *=* *3.7*, *p* *=* *0.062*; interaction *F* *=* *1.05*, *p* *=* *0.35*). Higher number of participants will be necessary to judge, if the tendency of increased salivary cortisol levels in the tinnitus group in comparison to the volunteer group ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}), may unravel an imbalance in the HPA axis.

4. Discussion {#s0080}
=============

A reduced and delayed sound-induced auditory brainstem response that co-occurred with both reduced sound-evoked subcortical and cortical BOLD fMRI activity and with reduced interhemispheric r-fcMRI connectivities in auditory-specific regions was shown in this study in the tinnitus group. The findings are discussed in the context of a failure to increase central neural gain in tinnitus and a loss of context-specific recruitment of attentional cues due to an HPA axis imbalance.

4.1. Attenuation and delay of suprathreshold sound responsiveness in tinnitus {#s0085}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although only participants with normal or mildly impaired hearing thresholds were included in the present study, we might expect differences in the hearing levels between 0 and 40 dB. In the present study, no significant differences in the hearing thresholds between participants with and without tinnitus were found. This finding argues for tinnitus being not primarily linked to hearing threshold deficits, as also shown in previous studies ([@bb0045]; [@bb0130]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0250]). Independent if discordant damage of IHCs and OHCs ([@bb0195]) or deafferentation causes the observed reduced and delayed ABR wave V in the tinnitus group ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), elevated spontaneous activity levels in the lower brainstem regions may be the result as generally found in tinnitus of studies disregarding the origin of cochlear damage ([@bb0050]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0395]). Previous models argued that the generation of the elevated spontaneous activity as explained in a computational model, for example, is the result of a preferential loss of low-SR, high-threshold fibers predicted to preferably correlate with a pathological increase in central gain and tinnitus ([@bb0450]), as otherwise the generation of a sufficient increase in the discharge rate to compensate for deprived auditory input may be hampered ([@bb0430], [@bb0440]). In contrast, we may argue that the reduced and delayed late ABR waves in the tinnitus group are possibly linked to deafferentation of high-SR AF, which exhibit low thresholds and at any given characteristic frequency exhibit the shortest latencies and define perceptual thresholds ([@bb0175]; [@bb0325]). High-SR AF contribute to the threshold of the summed auditory nerve activity ([@bb0295]) and only when a critical degree is lost, would lower the threshold of the compound action potential threshold of the auditory fibers, reflected in ABR wave I ([@bb0040]). Thereby, a differential degree of high-SR AF loss could explain the observation of reduced ([@bb0340]) and unchanged ([@bb0375], present findings) ABR wave I amplitude in tinnitus, as well as the differences in high-frequency hearing loss in tinnitus ([@bb0550]).

Elevated spontaneous activity can also be a response of imbalance or loss of dopaminergic efferent feedback to auditory fibers that when e.g. blocked reduce high-SR AF responses and elevate spontaneous firing rate ([@bb0400]; [@bb0405]). Thus, a discordant damage of inner and outer hair cell (feedback) responses ([@bb0015]) may be also considered as an alternative source of reduced auditory-specific signaling, here observed in the tinnitus group.

While future studies should explicitly test this hypothesis, we conclude that the reduced and delayed ABR wave V in tinnitus described here can be explained by reduced discharge rates of auditory input, independent if caused through damage of IHCs synapses or discordant damage of IHCs and OHCs feedback responses.

4.2. Reduced sound-evoked BOLD fMRI responses in subcortical/cortical auditory nuclei in tinnitus {#s0090}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Strikingly, the present findings reported reduced sound-evoked BOLD fMRI activity in the AC (BA41, BA42, BA21, and BA22) and the MGB in participants with tinnitus, and the correlational analysis pointed to a relation between the latency of sound-induced late ABR wave V and sound-induced BOLD fMRI responses at the level of the MGB in the tinnitus group ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Reduced sound-evoked BOLD fMRI in the AC and MGB strongly supported the notion of reduced subcortical/cortical sound responsiveness in the tinnitus group compared to that in the volunteer group. This observation received indirect support through the reduced gray matter volumes observed in bilateral auditory cortical areas in the tinnitus group, as measured through voxel-based morphometry (VBM) ([@bb0455]; [@bb0475]). Any possible inconsistencies with previous studies may be explained by unmatched participants ([@bb0005]) or the co-occurrence with hyperacusis ([@bb0335]). Other than in the AC, and in line with previous studies ([@bb0190]; [@bb0470]), reduced BOLD fMRI activity was also observed in the tinnitus group in regions involved in sound detection ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}), such as BA13P (said to improve sound detection thresholds through the direction of attentional resources toward audition ([@bb0425])) and the hippocampus (important for accentuating behaviorally important sounds ([@bb0240]; [@bb0260]; [@bb0560]). Lower and delayed auditory-specific flow may lead to reduced direction of attentional resources to less accentuated auditory stimuli, a hypothesis that would be strengthened by the elevated sound-induced BOLD fMRI activity in the somatosensory regions of BA1 and BA2 ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}) observed in the tinnitus group, which pointed to reduced auditory-specific processing. Future studies may challenge the hypothesis stating that a critical loss of driving force for the maintenance of auditory acuity can occur through the loss of high-SR AF. This would possibly reverse improved signal-to-noise ratios gained with the onset of hearing, as has been suggested in animal models ([@bb0075]; [@bb0255]; [@bb0460]). Loss of the signal-to-noise ratio would also explain predicted elevated noise levels in a tinnitus model ([@bb0585]). Elevated noise levels are therefore here suggested as (i) the "pre‑tinnitus state" in the "Jastreboff Neurophysiological Model" ([@bb0200]; [@bb0215]), (ii) the candidate correlates of the "tinnitus precursor" ([@bb0480]) or (iii) the dysregulated resting state network between fronto-striatal and auditory-sensory regions in tinnitus ([@bb0285]). Within the tinnitus precursor model, perpetuation of tinnitus is predicted when focused attention increases the intensity of the tinnitus precursor that is normally ignored as imprecise evidence against the prevailing percept of "silence" ([@bb0480]). In the "Jastreboff Neurophysiological Model" "negative emotional reinforcement", described as fear, anxiety or tension, cause the limbic system to enhance and manifest pre-tinnitus activity that is typically ignored after habituation ([@bb0200]; [@bb0215]). Hypothesizing, that the percept of silence is defined thresholds of high-SR auditory fibers ([@bb0175]; [@bb0325]), a critical loss of high-SR AF as predicted here and in previous studies ([@bb0250]; [@bb0410]; [@bb0505]), might best explain the observed latency shifts and amplitude wave reductions in the tinnitus group. Important to note, that also discordant damage of inner and outer hair cells feedback responses ([@bb0015]; [@bb0195]) might cause discharge rate changes through e.g. imbalanced inhibition of auditory nerves and thus may underlie the observed reduced central sound responsiveness here observed in tinnitus patients.

The elevated somatosensory input in response to cochlear damage after hearing loss ([@bb0495]), the altered somatosensory-auditory integration in tinnitus ([@bb0085]), as well as the elevated amplitude modulation thresholds in tinnitus patients ([@bb0375]) may be reconsidered in light of reduced auditory acuity in tinnitus.

4.3. Altered positive correlations in r-fcMRI between auditory-specific regions in tinnitus {#s0095}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While the BOLD signal provides information about neural activity on the basis of neurovascular coupling and increased local metabolism ([@bb0300]), a positively correlated, homogeneous hemodynamic BOLD signal during r-fcMRI reflects an accumulation of spontaneous, highly-synchronized, short time-lagged neural activations between two groups of neurons in two separate regions ([@bb0145]). Negative connectivity is found in regions where a longer time lag between the time courses of the two correlated regions occurs. This delayed time course between two brain regions has been suggested to reflect a state of decreased synchrony or connectivity as a function of time ([@bb0145]). Previously, more synchronous correlations at rest were linked to increased synchronicity of neural activity (evoked BOLD signals) and to better sensory performance ([@bb0165]). Regarding this aspect, the nearly absence of positive interhemispheric r-fcMRI connectivities between the auditory-specific nuclei, including the MGB and AC, of the tinnitus group ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), the reduced fcMRI connectivities in auditory-specific ROIs of the tinnitus group detected at the whole-brain level in comparison to those of the volunteer group ([Supplementary Table S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the reduced sound-evoked BOLD fMRI activity in the MGB and AC may be linked to and support that reduced sound-induced brainstem responses are associated with the tinnitus percept through reduced, rather than increased, central neural gain.

While previous studies described already reduced interhemispheric r-fcMRI connectivity among cortical regions in tinnitus patients ([@bb0245]; [@bb0275]), the present study is the first to observe the decline in positive interhemispheric r-fcMRI connectivity, particularly in subcortical, lower-level auditory brainstem regions. Increased activity in higher order cortical areas and increased functional connectivity among them was previously observed to be linked to elevated speech comprehension in noise during childhood ([@bb0365]), challenging tinnitus may be linked to partial reversal of this maturation process. Interestingly also, that reduced interhemispheric connectivity, mainly in the sensory system, was previously discussed as an internal convergence state that may precede depressive symptomatology ([@bb0025]). In the present study, \>90 % of the participants in the tinnitus group had scores that indicated low-grade tinnitus ([@bb0030]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0595]). These grades are typically recognized as not being yet linked to profound psychiatric comorbidities ([@bb0270]). Thus, it will be interesting to investigate whether preceding depressive symptomatology can be detected through changes in interhemispheric connectivities already present in participants with low-grade tinnitus.

Moreover, in the tinnitus group, between the anterior insula (BA13A) and other regions involved in emotional distress ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), as well between the temporofrontal attentional network ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}) hardly any positive connectivity to the AC were detected and instead these regions exhibited positive connectivity to the lower auditory brainstem regions.

Changes in the connectivities in attentional circuits ([@bb0190]; [@bb0470]), emotional-distress regions ([@bb0070]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0285]) or temporofrontal attentional networks ([@bb0285]; [@bb0390]; [@bb0465]; [@bb0470]; [@bb0535]) have been observed previously in patients with tinnitus; however, none of the previous studies examined lower auditory brainstem regions. Therefore, differences in the functional connectivities of the emotional-distress and temporofrontal attentional/stress-regulating regions to lower auditory brainstem nuclei, in tinnitus have escaped detection until now.

In this context, the altered connectivities to prefrontal cortex regions in tinnitus are remarkable. BA9 of the prefrontal cortex regulates the HPA axis stress response with a right-hemisphere dominance ([@bb0525]). In the present study, the tinnitus group exhibited elevated positive connectivity of default mode network activity (BA9 M) ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table S4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a brain region said to be linked to stress excitation ([@bb0320]; [@bb0315]; [@bb0530]). This elevated r-fcMRI in BA9M correlated with the reduced sound-induced BOLD fMRI activity in the MGB. The reduced BOLD fMRI activity in the MGB, in turn, correlated with increased latencies of the ABR wave V responses. All of these events occurred with a trend of dominance in the right hemisphere, suggesting a possible causal relation between the observed right-hemisphere dominance of tinnitus loudness and the auditory percept in the group ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. S2](#f0045){ref-type="graphic"}). In this context, it is important to note that the auditory perceptual difficulty (defined through the Goebel-Hiller questionnaire score) is actually an estimate for central auditory processing and thus may be unrelated to hearing threshold.

It is interesting that greater negative connectivities of lower-level auditory brainstem regions to the BA9DL, a region suggested to inhibit stress ([@bb0490]), were seen in tinnitus ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table S4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Elevated stress-enhancing BA9M connectivity and reduced stress-inhibiting BA9DL connectivity may thus be considered in future studies in the context of reported HPA axis imbalances observed in tinnitus ([@bb0170]; [@bb0310]). Elevated stress-enhancing connectivity could also be the neural correlate of the previously predicted "negative emotional reinforcement" signal of the limbic system that according the "Jastreboff Neurophysiological Model" ([@bb0195]) is essential to manifest the perception of pre-tinnitus activities.

HPA axis imbalances and glucocorticoid resistance lead to a loss of glucocorticoid-dependent metabolic support for behaviorally relevant perception when context-specific activity is reduced ([@bb0090]; [@bb0220]). Previous predictions stating that the conscious perception of sound requires long-range connectivity between auditory and attention-related areas ([@bb0095]) thus have to consider the risk of losing sound-specific perception and elevating phantom perception when energization involved in the recruitment of cortical regions that control attention under glucocorticoid influence are lost, and thereby noise is accentuated instead in the deprived circuit. These findings may provide an objective diagnostic advancement and may offer a new landmark for improving future clinical outcomes of intervention strategies for tinnitus. The observed reduced, rather than enhanced, auditory responsiveness here suggested as a neural correlate of tinnitus may need advanced sound stimulation as therapeutic intervention. In this context previous studies have shown that tinnitus therapeutic approaches, that aim to balance behavioral and emotional reactions to the tinnitus percept ([@bb0020]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0485]; [@bb0590]) were equally effective upon usage of sound generators or open ear hearing aids. Both approaches provide identical, statistically indistinguishable results ([@bb0370]). This may motivate to validate the specificity and sensitivity of ABR waveform and fMRI resting state connectivity as objective markers in e.g. Tinnitus Retraining Therapy or in sound generator based therapies. In this context, future studies on participants with hyperacusis or other comorbidities are eligible.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Fig. S1Individual pure tone audiogram.The figure shows as an example (n = 13 for each group) pure tone audiogram for participants without (left side -- right and left ear) and participants with tinnitus (right side -- right and left ear) from 0.125 kHz up to 10 kHz. For the tinnitus group the pure tone audiogram (right side) has additionally the tinnitus localization added (red dot) as well as the tinnitus suppression, if it was applicable (single crosses during the audiogram).Supplementary Fig. S1Supplementary Fig. S2Tinnitus-Questionnaire sub-score correlation.(A) Correlation of tinnitus loudness (n depends on the perception of tinnitus) with the annoyance over the last days for right and left ears. n = 14 for the right ear, n=13 for the left ear. The tinnitus intensity is positively correlated with the annoyance over the last days score for the right ear (R = 0.58, *p* \< 0.05) but not for the left ear (R = 0.18, *p* \> 0.05). (B) Correlation of tinnitus loudness (n depends on the perception of tinnitus) with the tinnitus penetrance for right and left ears. n = 13 for the right ear, n = 11 for the left ear. The tinnitus intensity is positively correlated with the penetrance over the last days for the right ear (R = 0.77, *p* \< 0.01) but not for the left ear (R = 0.28, *p* \> 0.05). (C) Correlation of tinnitus loudness (n depends on the perception of tinnitus) with emotional distress for right and left ears. n = 13 for the right ear, n = 11 for the left ear. The tinnitus intensity is positively correlated with the emotional distress for the right ear (R = 0.84, *p* \< 0.01) but not for the left ear (R = 0.22, *p* \> 0.05) (D) Correlation of tinnitus loudness (n depends on the perception of tinnitus) with cognitive distress for right and left ears. n=10 for the right ear, n = 7 for the left ear. The tinnitus intensity is positively correlated with the cognitive distress for the right ear (R = 0.90, *p* \< 0.01) but not for the left ear (R = 0.23, *p* \> 0.05).Supplementary Fig. S2Supplementary Table S1Study participants data.Supplementary Table S1Supplementary Table S2Study inclusion/exclusion requirements.Supplementary Table S2Supplementary Table S3Resting state fMRI.Supplementary Table S3Supplementary Table S4r-fcMRI - Auditory brainstem to temporofrontal attentional ROIs.Supplementary Table S4Supplementary materialImage 1
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